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Colors

Size Thickness ASH BIRCH JAVA STABLE

6X40 3/8" NHELASH6X40 NHELBIR6X40 NHELJAV6X40 NHELSTA6X40

APPLICATIONS Flooring Counters Wall PEI Rating Variation COF Freeze/Thaw Breaking Strength Water Absorption Hardness Chemical Resistance

RESIDENTIAL

IV V3 SCOF > 0.60 wet
DCOF > 0.42 wet Resistant > 275 < 0.5% 7 ResistantLIGHT COMMERCIAL

HEAVY COMMERCIAL

Influenced from Old World terracotta, the Helena line offers a truly unique updated look with colors and hues resembling old world pavers. Imagine a 
modern day villa with rich patinas and a modern flair. This robust line offers large format “Cotto Tiles” and coordinating Wood Planks that are perfect 
used together or as stand-alone looks. This stunning collection of Inkjet porcelain from Italy will be the completion to any dream space.

Disclaimer:
Variation in shade is an inherent attribute of porcelain tile.  
To ensure customer satisfaction: Make sure to look over all tiles before installing. Please select tile from same lot: same size, and 
numerical shade. Intersperse tiles throughout your job from different boxes. Rotate the tiles so there won’t be repetitive patterns.
*No claims accepted after tile installation.

Installation
1/8" Grout Size is recommended on all tile 
installation. When installing rectangular tiles a 
less than 33% staggered brick lay is strongly 
recommended. 

Large format tiles: It is mandatory that the mortar 
coverage on the floor surface and tile be greater 
than 95% coverage to be fully supported. Voids due 
to insufficient coverage will result in cracking and 
tile displacement.

Technical Information

Primary Colors: Gray, Beige, Brown 
Material Type: Glazed Porcelain
Finish: Matte

Features At A Glance

• Long 6x40 planks in 4 contemporary colors / coordinating Cotto colors 
• Cotto look tiles with lights and darks and shadow effects
• From Italy at mid range price points
• Ink Jet Technology

Ash 6"x40" Brich 6"x40" Java 6"x40" Stable 6"x40"


